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POWER SWIRL BURNER
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
[0001]

The present invention generally relates to gas burners

used in cooktop appliances for private and professional use.
More particularly, the present invention relates to increasing
the efficiency and heat delivery capabilities of such burners
through the forced introduction of air into a central combustion
area where the gas/air used for fueling flame production is
ignited.

A result is the production of a more intense flame

than traditional burners.

Additionally, the flames may be

swirled such that their coverage and heat delivery capabilities
to a cooking utensil is improved.
[0002]
production

Traditional gas burners generate heat through the
of

a

flame

of

a

certain

intensity

through

the

controlled combustion of a gas/air mixture having a particular
ratio of air to gas as well as combustion efficiency – typically
rated at around 50%.

Such heat generation is limited by the

physics related to the amount of air capable of being injected
into the gas stream to be ignited, the air being pulled in from
the surrounding atmosphere.

[0003]

A gas stream is typically introduced into a combustion

area which is open to the surrounding atmosphere.

An ignition

is provided proximate to and/or within the combustion area such
that the ignition spark ignites the gas stream mixing with the
air within the combustion area.

More particularly, the gas

stream is physically introduced into the combustion area via a
plurality of linear open ports running between the combustion
area

and

therein.

an

air

gas

channel

accommodating

gas

introduced

By virtue of the ports’ linear configuration, the

flame generated in the combustion area is relatively straight
in appearance, the orientation being with respect to the ports.
1
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Air is further pulled into the open combustion area from the
surrounding

atmosphere

by

virtue

of

convection

which,

in

combination with the incoming gas, mixes to form the basis for
the flame.

The typical burner includes flame generation around

the periphery of the burner.

As such, the flames may not only

engage the bottom of a cooking utensil placed on the burner but
may

further

deliver

heat

up

the

sides

of

the

utensil.

Accordingly, such burners suffer from a limited flame intensity
and an inefficient delivery of heat to utensil.
[0004]

Accordingly, there is an ever-present need, in the gas

burner arts, to improve the efficiency of heat generation and
delivery.

A proposed solution, set out in US 2009/0320823,

includes configuring the ports at an angle and introducing vanes
below the burner surface having a first end below the burner and
a second end extending into a combustion area.

The vanes may

also be configured at an angle as well as include a curvature.
An example of the same, using the original notation, is depicted
in Figure 1.

In brief, a burner 16, absent a burner cap, is

shown, with the burner 16 including a wall 20 and an outer wall
22 defining a channel 32 into which gas, via entry holes 38 is
introduced and circulated so as to exit the channel via ports
34.

Vanes 36 are depicted extending into a central combustion

area, the vanes originating from below the surface of the burner
16.

When gas is ignited in the combustion area, a swirling

flame arrangement within the combustion area is produced with
the heat of same drawing air therein by convection, thus further
feeding

the

production

of

the

swirling

flames.

By

this

arrangement, the depicted gas burner can generate about 9000 to
17,000 British thermal units (BTUs).

The central location of

the swirling flames contacts a bottom surface of a cooking
utensil

arranged

thereover

thereby

delivering

more

heat

centrally with respect to the utensil than other arrangements
wherein the flames may further extend beyond the permitter of

2
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the utensil bottom surface.

While the aforementioned offers a

solution towards greater efficiency in heat generation and
delivery,

such

notwithstanding,

the

ever-present

need

for

greater efficiency remains.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0005]

In accordance with a first aspect of the present

disclosure, the present invention is directed to the power
generation of flames having a greater intensity than traditional
flames.

Such

flames

are

arrived

at

through

the

forced

introduction of greater amounts of air into the combustion area
than as would be available from traditional burners.

The forced

air mixes with gas introduced in the combustion area from air
gas channels.

The resulting ratio of increased amount of air

to gas, when ignited, leads to a more intense flame than that
which would be arrived at had there been less or no forced air.
Accordingly, a more intense flame is arrived at with a same
amount of burnt fuel and thus gas usage efficiency is improved.
Likewise, as the flame is now more intense, more heat is
generated,

thereby

leading

to

improved

heat

generation

efficiency.
[0006]

The forced air may be produced by the introduction in

the burner of a forced air element or forced air element
arrangement.
like

arranged

transmitting

Such may take the form of an electric fan or the
within
the

and/or

forced

below

air,

as

the
well

burner
as

a

for
more

directly
complex

arrangement wherein the forced air generation occurs outside the
burner and conveyed into the combustion area.

The air may be

supplied from outside the burner via a raised burner arrangement
such that air may freely pass below the burner and into the
combustion area.

3
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[0007]

According to another aspect of the present disclosure,

at least one of vanes and ports may be curved, oriented at an
angle and otherwise configured so as to deliver a swirling flame
arrangement within the combustion area.

The vanes and ports may

act independently or in some form of unison.

For example, the

ports may be configured and arranged to deliver gas, at an angle,
into the combustion area, while the vanes may be configured to
divert air forced into the combustion area, by for example the
aforementioned forced air element, so as to cooperate with the
incoming gas and produce a swirling flames arrangement when
ignited. Further, the ports may be arranged in rows and comprise
different opening diameters so as to deliver flames of different
intensity and orientation.
[0008]

According to another aspect of the present disclosure,

the combustion area may be defined in a central opening of the
burner with an inner wall proximate to and/or defining its
perimeter.

The inner wall, spaced from the perimeter of the

burner, defines an air gas channel therebetween, and includes a
plurality of ports for delivering gas from the channel into the
combustion area.

Accordingly, and in conjunction with the extra

air being forced into the combustion area a first set of flames
may be generated.

Likewise, with the aforementioned vanes

and/or port configuration, the first set of flames may be
swirled.

[0009]

According to still another aspect of the present

disclosure, the present burner may include a central portion
arranged in the central opening.

A central wall may be arranged

on the central portion, the central wall including an air gas
channel as well as a plurality of ports, central ports, which
may be configured according to the aforementioned to deliver gas
from the channel to combustion area.

The air gas channel may

be configured to receive gas from below the central opening.
4
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Accordingly, and in conjunction with the extra air being forced
into the combustion area, a second set of flames may be generated
which may also be swirled.

With the central ports being smaller

than the inner ports, the second set of flames may be smaller
than the first set of flames and thus used, exclusively for
cooking at lower heats and inclusive with the first set of
flames, to support higher heat generation.
[0010]

According to another aspect of the present disclosure,

an igniter may be arranged on the central portion and configured
to ignite gas introduced via the aforementioned ports into the
combustion area.
arranged

for

central

ports

Alternatively, a plurality of igniters may be

individually

igniting

respectively.

The

gas

from

igniter

the
may

inner
further

and
be

individually controlled to radiate a sufficient amount of heat
on its own to affect a simmering.

Likewise, the igniter may be

located proximate to the central wall so as to heat a cap on the
central wall which in turn radiates the simmering heat.
[0011]

Still

further,

a

controller

may

be

arranged

in

communication with a user interface and a temperature sensor for
communicating with a user and obtaining feedback regarding
currently sensed temperature.

The user communication may be

used to control the burner while the feedback used to fine tune
heat production.

The controller may be configured to control

gas delivery individually to each of the inner channel and
central channels as well as engage the igniter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS
[0012]

Further advantages features and details of the various

embodiments of this disclosure will become apparent from the
ensuing description of a preferred exemplary embodiment or
embodiments and further with the aid of the drawings.

The
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features and combinations of features recited below in the
description, as well as the features and feature combination
shown after that in the drawing description or in the drawings
alone, may be used not only in the particular combination recited
but also in other combinations on their own without departing
from the scope of the disclosure.
[0013]
invention

In

the

are

set

following,
out

with

advantageous

examples

reference

the

to

of

the

accompanying

drawings, wherein:
[0014]

Figure 1 depicts a burner known in the art;

[0015]

Figure 2 depicts an example cooktop with the instant

burner arranged thereon;
[0016]

Figure 3 depicts a burner according to the present

disclosure;
[0017]

Figure 4 depicts another burner according to the

present disclosure;
[0018]

Figure 5 depicts a bottom view of a burner according

to the present disclosure;
[0019]

Figure 6 depicts a bottom view of a mount for a burner;

[0020]

Figure 7 depicts a top view of the mount;

[0021]

Figure 8 depicts a close up view of air input into the

mount;
[0022]

Figure 9 depicts a burner with swirling flames; and

[0023]

Figure 10 depicts an arrangement for controlling the

burner.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
[0024]

As used throughout the present disclosure, unless

specifically stated otherwise, the term “or” encompasses all
possible combinations, except where infeasible.

For example,

the expression “A or B” shall mean A alone, B alone, or A and B
together.

If it is stated that a component includes “A, B, or
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C”, then, unless specifically stated otherwise or infeasible,
the component may include A, or B, or C, or A and B, or A and
C, or B and C, or A and B and C.

Expressions such as “at least

one of” do not necessarily modify an entirety of the following
list and do not necessarily modify each member of the list, such
that “at least one of “A, B, and C” should be understood as
including only one of A, only one of B, only one of C, or any
combination of A, B, and C.

In the figures, the same or

functionally identical elements have been provided with the same
reference signs.
[0025]

By way of a first embodiment, the present invention

will be described with respect to an application to a multi-ring
burner without limitation to application to other types of
burners such as single ring burners.
[0026]

Figure 2 depicts a standard cook top 210 having a

number of openings 212 through which gas and/or air may be
introduced from below the cooktop and into burners arranged on
and/or over the openings 212.

A burner 200 according to

embodiments of the present disclosure is depicted arranged and
mounted over a central cooktop opening.

[0027]

Figure 3 depict a burner according to embodiments of

the present disclosure.

As shown, a burner 300 is provided

having a base 304 upon which an inner wall 306 stands offset or
spaced in a central direction from a first or outer perimeter
344 of the base 304.

The inner wall 306 and base 304 cooperate

to define a combustion area 310 located at a center of the burner
300.

While depicted as annular, the base, inner wall and

combustion area may comprise other shapes as envisioned by the
skilled person.

A plurality of legs 338 are provided to support

burner 300 in an elevated manner above a top cover to a mounting
surface 312 of a mount, the legs defining openings 340 through
7
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which air may pass freely between the combustion area 310 and
outside the burner 300.

The top cover to a mounting surface 312

includes a fastening arrangement 314 configured and arranged to
facilitate attachment of the top cover to a mounting surface,
to a standard cooktop surface, and the like.
[0028]

A cap 302 is arranged over and/or to cover an inner

air gas channel (not shown) defined at an inner location by the
inner wall 306 and at an outer location by the outer perimeter
344 such that the cap further surrounds the combustion area 310.
The inner air gas channel may be annular or comprise another
shape as envisioned by the skilled person.

The cap, burner and

mount may be of any material sufficient to withstand the heat
generated by the burner head as well as resistant to physical
impact and degradation associated with normal use of a kitchen
appliance and otherwise be fit for purpose as envisioned by the
skilled person.
[0029]
hollow

The inner wall 306 includes a plurality of open and
inner

connecting

ports

the

inner

combustion area 310.

308
air

passing
gas

therethrough,

channel

(not

effectively

shown)

with

a

The ports may be configured in a same or

different orientation, curved or linear, as well as be angled
from about 10 degrees to about 75 degrees, or from about 20
degrees to about 55 degrees.

The number and arrangement of

ports may vary so as to facilitate a mixing of gas and air in
the combustion area sufficient to generate a desired range of
first flames corresponding to a user defined level of heat
generation.

The number of central ports may vary with a

preferred range being between 20 and 30 ports.

The ports as

depicted here are arranged colinearly in a first row.

Other

arrangements of ports may be affected in accordance with other
embodiments of the present disclosure.

The first flames may be

arranged in a swirling arrangement or non-swirling arrangement

8
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depending upon the makeup of the inner ports.

Namely, the non-

linear ports will result in a swirled flame arrangement, with
respect to the center of the burner, whereas linear ports pointed
at the center of the burner will generate linear flames.
[0030]

A plurality of vanes 316 are set out in an arrangement

about and within the combustion area 310 between an inner
circumferential surface 336 of inner wall 306 with a central
portion 324.

Ends of the vanes may be connected to at least one

of the inner circumferential surface 336 and central portion
324.

Other ends of the vanes may extend laterally outwards to

as to form legs.

The central portion 324 may comprise a flat

surface 346 and a size which is smaller than the combustion area
310 thereby defining gaps 318 through which air passing below
base 304 may pass into and out of the combustion area 310. While
depicted as circular, the central portion may comprise another
shape as envisioned by the skilled person.
configured

and

arranged

through gap 318.

to

selectively

The vanes may be

guide

the

air

flow

In particular, the orientation of the vanes

may be particularly configured to cooperate with the ports to
facilitate a swirling flame arrangement.

Alternatively, the

vanes may comprise a different orientation from the inner ports
so as to produce a different effect on the flames produced in
the combustion area.

The vanes 316 may comprise any suitable

material to withstand heat generated by the swirling flames as
well as provide structural support for at least the central
portion 324 if arranged in connection therewith.

By way of

example, vanes 316 may be made of a same or similar material as
at least one of the central portion 324, inner wall 306, base
304 and cap 302.
[0031]

Arranged standing on the central portion 324 is a

central wall 328.

By way of example, the central wall may

comprise a burner having a hollow conical body defining a central

9
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air gas channel configured to pass a gas stream therethrough,
the gas stream arriving from below the central portion 324 via
a suitable opening and delivery system.

The central wall 328

includes a plurality of open and hollow central ports 332
arranged around a perimeter of the second burner and facing the
combustion area 310 so as to facilitate the passage of the gas
stream from within the central wall 328 into the combustion area
310.

A cap 342 is arranged on top of the central wall 328 such

that flames arising from the central ports pass around the cap
342.

Alternatively, the central ports may be arranged within

the cap 342, the cap then including a particular arrangement to
facilitate the radial direction of the flames from the central
ports circumferentially about the cap.

The central ports are

sized, arranged and oriented so as to enable a second flame
consistent with heat generation further to a user command.

As

the central ports are smaller than the inner ports, the resulting
second flame arrangement from the central ports will be smaller
than that from the inner ports and thus used for low-heat
cooking.

The second flames may be activated in cooperation with

the first flames to facilitate high-heat generation or activated
without the first flames to facilitate a lower heat generation.
The second flames may be arranged in a swirling or non-swirling
arrangement

by

virtue

of

central

port

configuration

accordance with the inner port configuration.

in

The number and

orientation of the central ports may be the same, similar or
different to the inner ports.

Likewise, the central ports may

further be arranged and configured to cooperate with the vanes
in the production of the swirling flame arrangement or the nonswirling flame arrangement.

The second flames like the first

flames benefit from the increased amount of air present thanks
to the forced air arrangement.
[0032]

Further arranged standing on the central portion 324

is igniter 322, arranged and configured to facilitate ignition

10
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of gas emanating from the second port.

Igniter 322 may further

be arranged and configured to ignite gas emanating from the
inner ports.

In the alternative, any number of igniters may be

implemented to ignite gas emanating from the first and/or the
central ports. Igniter 322 may further be configured to generate
and radiate sufficient heat so as to enable simmering of a
cooktop

utensil

arranged

proximate

to

the

igniter

322.

Likewise, the igniter may be activated in cooperation with the
first and/or second flames to contribute to the respective
overall heat generation.

The igniter may be so arranged as to

heat cap 342 which in turn radiates the simmering heat to the
cooktop utensil.

The configuration and choice of igniters may

be made depending upon particular application.
[0033]

A forced air element, such as a remotely controlled

electric fan, may be arranged proximate to the central portion
324 and configured to pump air into the central opening.

By way

of example, the forced air element may be arranged below the
central portion 324 and configured draw in air via openings 340
and/or below the burner and circulate the air up through the
openings

318

and

into

the

combustion

area

310.

Other

arrangements for pumping or forcing air into the combustion area
may be used, including remotely locating the forced air element
and arrange an air delivery system between it and the central
opening 310.
suitable

for

electrically

The forced air element may be of any configuration
enabling
controlled

such

forced

from

a

air

circulation

controller.

and

Other

be
air

circulating means may be substituted for or included with the
forced air element to facilitate the circulation.
[0034]

Figure 4 depicts another burner 400 according to

embodiments of the present disclosure.

As shown, burner 400

comprises a cap 402 surrounding a combustion area 410 wherein a
central portion 424 is arranged and sized so as to define gaps

11
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418 with an inner circumferential surface 436 with the aid of
spaced vanes 416.

A central wall 428 is arranged on top of the

central portion 424, the central wall comprising a cap 442 and
hollow central ports 432 configured to operate similarly to the
hollow central ports of Figure 3.

Arranged through inner

circumferential surface 436 are two rows of inner ports: first
hollow inner ports 444 and second hollow inner ports 446.

The

number of ports and their respective orientation to one another
may vary by embodiment similarly to the hollow inner ports of
Figure 3.

As depicted, the first inner ports 444 comprise a

larger diameter than the second inner ports 446; and the first
inner ports 444 are arranged co-linear to one another and offset
from the second inner ports which are also arranged colinearly
446.

An opening, such as a circular opening 448, is positioned

in the central portion so as to accommodate an igniter or the
like therethrough.

Both the first and second inner ports

function to introduce gas and/or a gas/air mixture into the
combustion area 410 in a similar manner to hollow inner ports
408 of Figure 3.

Certain gaps 406 may be closed off to the

combustion area 410 so as to facilitate passage of gas from
below the burner to the inner gas channel, with the number of
closures and method of same enabled as would be understood by
the skilled person.

[0035]

Figure 5 depicts a bottom 500 of a burner according

to embodiments of the present disclosure.

As viewed from below,

the burner includes an annular ring 510 surrounding central
portion 528.

Vanes 516 are depicted connecting the central

portion 528 to the annular ring 510, the vanes further defining
feet 538 elevating the burner off of the top cover to a mounting
surface and further defining a gap between the bottom 500 and
the top cover to a mounting surface as well as individual
passages 530 for the passage of air from the atmosphere outside
the burner to within the combustion area via gaps 518.

The

12
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passages 530 arrangement is interrupted by two closed channels
520 through which gas may be introduced via openings 502.

The

channels 520 connect the openings 502 with the inner air gas
channel running the circumference of annular ring 510.

Gas

being carried by the inner air gas channel exits the burner via
the inner ports.

[0036]

Depicted at the center of the bottom 500 is a central

opening 504 arranged to receive a gas outlet and the like.
Position about the central opening 504 are mounting elements 512
configured to position the bottom onto and/or within the top
cover to a mounting surface.

A second and third opening 506 and

508 are positioned nearby and each are configured to accommodate
either an igniter or to serve as a vent or access point from
above.

Additional positioning assistance and support may also

be provided by these openings.

[0037]

The

cooktop

onto

which

the

burner

according

to

embodiments of the present invention may be mounted includes
strategically placed contiguous openings through which and from
below which a burner mounting element may be inserted such that
a portion of the burner mounting element is at least accessible
from if not projects through and out into a top region of the
cooktop while another portion of the burner mounting element
extends into and is otherwise accessible from a bottom region
of the cooktop.

Burners according to embodiments of the present

disclosure may then be mounted on at least the upward facing
portion of the burner mounting element accessible from above the
cooktop.

[0038]

Figure

6

depicts

a

burner

mounting

element

600

comprising a lower lip 602 running about at least a portion of
an outer periphery of the burner mounting element from an outer
13
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edge to a lower gas channel 604.

In application, the lower lip

602 may be located below a cooktop surface during installation
facilitating

positioning

and

mounting

such

that

remaining

portions of the burner mounting element are exposed through an
appropriately configured opening in the cooktop surface.

Access

to the lower gas channel is enabled via openings 606 which are
configured and arranged on the burner mounting element 600 so
as to align with openings 502 thereby facilitating gas delivery
into channels 520 from lower gas channel 604.

An igniter 622

is arranged on the burner mounting element 600 so as to align
with a suitable opening in the burner, namely second or third
openings 506, 508.

Arranged in a center of the burner mounting

element 600 is a gas dispensing element 616 positioned to align
with central opening 604 so as to deliver gas to a central wall,
central ports and a combustion area so as to be ignited by
igniter 622 into the second flames. Holding elements 614 and 618
are configured and arranged to mate with mounting elements 512
such that when the burner bottom 500 is brought to rest atop the
mounting element 600, the aforementioned features line up as
intended.

Air opening 608 is configured to receive forced air

via two air nozzles 610 inserted into the air opening 608 from
below.

The

number

of

air

nozzles

may

vary

by

design.

Additionally, the nozzles may include filters and/or particular
configurations,

as

envisioned

by

the

skilled

person,

facilitate the forcing of air into the air opening 608.

to

Other

forced air delivery arrangements may be arranged as a matter of
design choice.
and

its

The top of the depicted air opening 608 is open

perimeter

sufficiently

elevated

and

accommodate at least one vane resting thereon.

level

so

as

Air is forced

or pumped into the air opening 608 passing out the top of the
air opening 608 to meet and is then directed by the bottom of
the burner

and vanes thereon so as to flow through the gaps or

openings into the combustion area.

An air pumping element 620,

depicted

mounting

in

Figure

6

below

the

element

600,

is

14
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configured and arranged to pump air into the air opening 608 via
the air nozzles 610.
to

connect

with

Gas tubes 612 are arranged to deliver gas

the

burner

mounting

element

600,

itself

configured to facilitate delivery of gas from the gas tubes 612
to the gas dispensing element 616, as may be via gas channel
624, as well as the opening 606 via same and/or separate channels
as envisioned by the skilled person.

Additional mounting holes

626 may be strategically arranged to receive mating elements of
the burner to facilitate position and mounting thereof on the
burner

mounting

element

600

and/or

the

arrangement

on

the

cooktop itself.

[0039]

Figure 7 depicts a close up of the air opening 608 and

surrounding features.
air

nozzles

610,

As shown the air opening includes the two

each

arranged

in

separate

chambers

628

themselves separated by a dividing wall 632 having a smaller
height than air opening peripheral wall 630.
peripheral

wall

630

comprises

a

flush

top

The air opening
and

sufficient

thickness so as to at least partially support the weight of the
burner and/or downward force exerted thereon by vanes which may
come into contact therewith.

The air opening peripheral walls

may further be arranged to touch other walls arranged on the
mounting element 600, including inner gas delivery walls 634
arranged about holding elements 614, 618 and gas dispensing
element 616.

Liquid sealant may also be introduced into the air

opening 608 and arranged about the air nozzles 610 so as to seal
any potential gaps and/or air leaks between openings within the
air opening 608 that accommodate the air nozzles and the air
nozzles 610 themselves.

A benefit from such sealant is an

increased pressure generation potential within the air opening
608 as well as a potential for more air generation and delivery
into and from the air opening 608.

Other configurations for the

air opening may be substituted provided the communication of
forced or pumped air is facilitated.
15
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[0040]

Figure 8 depicts an underside of the mounting element

600 and close up of the air pumping element 620.

As shown, gas

delivery lines 612 are connected to the mounting element 600 via
bolt connections 636 while other connection arrangements may be
substituted as envisioned by the skilled person. The air pumping
element 620 may comprise an electric fan 640 arranged with a
sheath 646 for drawing air in from the bottom (642) upwards into
the air opening 608, the bottom shape of which is depicted in
Figure 8.

Gas channel 624 runs from the air opening 608 to the

gas dispensing element, the bottom shape of the channel being
depicted in Figure 8.

Bottom shapes of lower gas channel 604

is also depicted in Figure 8 running in a direction away from
the air opening 608.

The configurations of the bottom shapes

are a matter of design choice by the skilled person provided
they remain fit for purpose.
[0041]

Figure 9 depicts a burner 900 with both the first

flames 950 and second flames 960 in a swirling arrangement.
Alternatively, at least one of the first and the second flames
may be selectively generated.

As depicted, the first flames 950

are emanating from the inner ports in a central and swirled
direction, within the combustion area and outwards about an
inner circumference of cap 902.

The second flames 960 are

depicted emanating from the central ports about cap 942.
[0042]

Figure 10 depicts an arrangement for controlling a

burner 1100. As shown, a central controller 1200 may be arranged
in communication 1216 with a user interface 1202 itself arranged
for the convenience of a burner user (not shown) and configured
to send and receive 1214 information to the user, the information
relating to the control and operation of burner 1100.

A

temperature sensor 1204 may be provided at least proximate to
burner 1100 so as to determine the temperature being generated

16
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by the burner and relay the temperature to the controller in an
interactive
arranged

in

manner

1218.

communication

The
1220

controller
with

a

1200

gas

is

valve

further
1208

for

selectively controlling gas flow received from outside the
burner 1212 to each of the inner wall and central wall in
conjunction

with

instructions

from

the

user

and

the

like.

Controller 1200 may further be in communication 1206 with a
forced air generating element such as a fan (not shown) arranged
at least proximate to the burner 1100.

By the aforementioned,

the controller may institute commands in response to user input,
the commands directed to the operation of the burner 100 as well
as the fan.

Choice of user interface, controller, temperature

sensor and/or gas valve may be dependent upon application as
would be understood by the skilled person.
[0043]

The burner as described is suitable for generating

more heat with more efficiency than other burners.

For example,

whereas prior art burners are known to generate heat 9000 to
17000 BTUs, the present burner achieves a high end of 25000 BTUs
while burning a substantially similar amount of gas.

Likewise,

by virtue of at least one of the central wall and igniter, the
burner may provide simmering a low end of 500 BTS.
[0044]
disclosure

Having
in

described
detail,

it

some
will

aspects
be

of

the

present

apparent

that

further

modifications and variations are possible without departing from
the scope of the disclosure.

All matter contained in the above

description and shown in the accompanying drawings shall be
interpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting sense.
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What is claimed is:
1.

A gas burner for a cooking appliance, the gas burner

comprising:
∂

a base comprising an outer perimeter and a central opening;

∂

an inner wall arranged on the base proximate to the central

opening and defining an inner gas air channel with the outer
perimeter, the inner wall comprising a plurality of inner ports
configured to deliver gas from the inner air gas channel into
the central opening; and
∂

a forced air element arranged to force air into the central

opening.
2.

The gas burner according to claim 1, further comprising:

∂

a plurality of legs arranged below the base and configured

to elevate the base such that air passes freely below the base;
wherein
∂

the forced air element is arranged to force air from below

the base into the central opening; and wherein
∂

the inner ports are arranged in colinearly and in separate

rows.
3.

The gas burner according to claim 1, further comprising a

plurality of vanes arranged in the central opening to direct a
flow of air forced into the central opening by the forced air
element.
4.

The gas burner according to claim 3, further comprising a

central portion arranged within the central opening, the central
portion being smaller than the central opening.
5.

The gas burner according to claim 4, further comprising a

central wall arranged on the central portion and defining a
central air gas channel, the central wall comprising a plurality

18
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of central ports configured to deliver gas from the central air
gas channel into the central opening.
6.
of

The gas burner according to claim 5, wherein at least one
the

inner

ports,

the

central

ports

and

the

vanes

are

configured to enable, alone or in cooperation, a swirling flame
arrangement.
7.

The gas burner according to claim 1, further comprising

an igniter configured to ignite a gas air mixture present in the
central opening.
8.

The gas burner according to claim 7, wherein the igniter

is configured to radiate simmering heat.
9.

The gas burner according to claim 1, further comprising a

cap arranged above the inner air gas channel.
10.

The gas burner according to claim 4 further comprising a

cap arranged above the central air gas channel.
11.

The gas burner according to claim 4, wherein the central

ports are smaller than the inner ports.
12.

The gas burner according to claim 1, wherein the inner

ports are at least one of curved and oriented at an angle to a
center of the central opening.
13.

The gas burner according to claim 12, wherein the angle

is between 10 degrees and 75 degrees.
14.

The gas burner according to claim 12, wherein the angle

is between 20 and 55 degrees.
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15.

The gas burner according to claim 4, wherein the central

ports are at least one of curved and oriented at an angle to a
center of the central opening.
16.

The gas burner according to claim 15, wherein the angle

is between 10 degrees and 75 degrees.
17.

The gas burner according to claim 15, wherein the angle

is between 20 and 55 degrees.
18.

The gas burner according to claim 1, wherein the burner

is configured to generate 25000 BTUs.
19.

The gas burner according to claim 8, wherein the burner

is configured to generate 500 BTUs.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE
A burner is disclosed having a base and a defined central
opening.

An inner wall stands on the base and defines an inner

air gas channel with an outer perimeter of the burner.

The

inner wall includes a number of inner ports for directing gas
from the inner air gas channel into the central opening.

A

central portion is included within the central opening, the
central porting being smaller than the central opening.

A

central wall is arranged on the central portion and defines a
central air gas channel and includes a number of central ports
for directing gas from the central air gas channel into the
central opening.

A forced air element is included for forcing

air into the central opening.

A number of vanes are included

running between the inner wall and the central portion, the
vanes being configured to redirect the flow of air being forced
into the central opening.

The inner and central ports may be

curved and/or arranged at an angle with respect to a center of
the central opening.
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